Environmental Health and Safety NEWSLETTER

X-ray Safety

If you get your dosimeter badge from EHS, keep it until October 1!

We are aligning the ring and badge wearing periods to make the changeover simple for people that have both.

New Radiation Safety Manual &
New Dividers for Radiation Safety Records Binders

By the end of September, EHS will have inspected every X-ray permitted lab and provided the updated Radiation Safety Manual.

The new content for the Radiation Safety Manual includes these colorful dividers

New Dividers also will have been provided to organize your Radiation Safety Records binders.

The dividers have helpful ‘Quick Steps’ providing instructions for what to do and what record-keeping is required.

X-ray Safety Training is updated!

The X-ray Equipment Safety Orientation is updated to reflect the new content of the Radiation Safety Manual. If you haven’t taken the orientation in a while, we recommend that you review it. Be sure to print the acknowledgement at the end of the orientation. It should be printed, signed and filed after the last tab in the Radiation Safety Manual binder. Please let us know if you have any suggestions for improvements to the Orientation.

For a new person to become a Designated Worker, there is a self study assignment to document they have reviewed the Orientation. In order to get a new person listed as a Designated Worker on a permit, they must complete and submit to EHS the personal registration and consent form-X-ray and send along with the Self Study Assignment.